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KINGCADE & GARCIA, P.A. DISTINGUISHES ITSELF BY 

PROVIDING LARGE BANKRUPTCY FIRM LITIGATION 
EXPERIENCE WITH PARTNER-LEVEL ATTENTION  

 
MIAMI – Kingcade & Garcia, P.A., (www.miamibankruptcy.info/) a Miami-based 

bankruptcy law firm, focuses solely on helping individuals and families throughout 
Florida in Chapter 7 bankruptcy and foreclosure defense cases.  Partner- level attention 

combined with compassionate and aggressive advocacy on behalf of their clients is what 
drives the firm’s legal representation and has earned the firm respect from judges, 
attorneys, their clients and the community.  

 
“Our clients rely on us to help them navigate through the often lengthy and complex 

process involved with filing bankruptcy.  Throughout this process, we never lose sight of 
our clients’ best interest,” says managing and founding partner, Timothy S. Kingcade.   
 

To compliment Attorney Kingcade’s extensive experience in bankruptcy law, he is also a 
certified public accountant (CPA), which provides him with a unique understanding of 
how to handle tax-motivated bankruptcy cases against the IRS.  Attorney Kingcade 

practices exclusively in the field of bankruptcy law, handling Chapter 7 filings and 
foreclosure defense cases for the Southern District of Florida. 

All partners and associates at Kingcade & Garcia, P.A. specialize in consumer 
bankruptcy and foreclosure and have dedicated their practices to this area of the law.  The 
firm handles more than a thousand bankruptcy filings each year.   Additionally, all 

attorneys and staff members at the firm are bilingual speaking Spanish.     

### 

Miami-based Kingcade & Garcia, P.A. was established by managing partner and 
bankruptcy attorney, Timothy Kingcade in 1996.  The firm represents clients throughout 
Florida in Chapter 7 bankruptcy and foreclosure defense cases.  The firm is committed to 

providing personalized service to each and every client, clearly explaining the options 
according to the unique circumstances of his or her life.  The office environment and the 

service provided are centered on a culture of superior client care.   

http://www.miamibankruptcy.info/


  

Contact: Kristine Bruner of Pristine Public Relations, Inc. at (954) 376-3683, or via e-
mail at kristine@pristinepr.com for Bankruptcy Attorney Timothy Kingcade.  
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